Daytime sleepiness affects gait auditory synchronization ability.
Sleep disturbances in modern life lead to cognitive and motor performance impairments in everyday tasks such as gait. The most common symptom of these disturbances is daytime sleepiness, which can be assessed by questionnaires such as the Epworth Sleep Scale (ESS). The ESS evaluates sleep health and daytime dysfunction. The goal of this study is to assess the influence of sleepiness on a motorauditory synchrony task, rhythmed gait. High and low sleepiness clusters were formed based on the participants ESS scores. Walking on a treadmill, two different rhythmic auditory stimulus conditions were set with a metronome: isochronous and non-isochronous. Reflective markers on both heels with seven infrared cameras were used to assess the difference between footfall and metronome beep, what is named synchronization error (SE). There was a tendency to anticipate the beep in the HS group when compared to the LS group only in the non-isochronous stimulus condition that was statistically significant. Sleep disturbances that generate daytime sleepiness may bring detrimental effects on brain areas that could be responsible for the real-time adjustment of gait and sustained attention. These impairments may be responsible for the larger synchronization error with larger relative phase of the group with high sleepiness. More studies are necessary involving other parameters of sleep and gait to identify sleep disturbances through gait analysis.